
Holiday Assignment: Product Marketing and Advertising
By making changes to the background, lighting, text etc your can make your product appealing to a range of customers / target audiences.
1. Select a product you would like to sell, any everyday item eg apple, mug

2. Photograph the object and print the photo, then create at least 2 x A3 size quality observational drawings of the object(s). One should be 

pencil the other study can be a media of your choice, display them on the first double page in your A3 sketch book with the reference 

photos.

3. Research a minimum of 2 typography designers from the list below, create a double page of research about each designer, (like you have 

done before for GCSE) including photos of their work and annotation.  See the annotation guide online for support. 

• You will include the style of these artists in your poster responses, so select ones that you like and want to develop.

4. Select 3 different target markets / audiences you want your product to appeal to, see list below.

5. Create a range of posters to advertise and promote your product, you should create a poster for each of your 3 target audiences (use a 

double page in your book for each of the 3 target audiences, explain your target audience and why your design would appeal to them).  

Each poster must show clear connections to one or both of the typography artists you have researched.  E.g using their style of lettering, 

layout or colours.

Your posters should include:

1. A logo or slogan to appeal to each of your 3 target audiences.

2. Each poster response can be a mixture of a) digital work (photoshop/photopea/procreate or other app for editing you can explore a range 

of editing online), and also you can include b) practical work e.g drawings.  You can photograph your drawings then add text and words to 

them on power point or word.

3. You will be presenting to your `Client` (the group) when we return in September your three different designs. - They will try to guess your 

target market/audience for your different audiences.

4. Ensure you create a double page for each target audience, presented neatly, this should include screen shots of the development of your 

work.  Print final posters to A4 size, screen shots should be smaller so you can fit several on a page, and annotate next to each screen shot 

what you did.
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Poster Ideas:
LIGHT 
Darkness  
Brightness
Contrast

COLOUR
What emotions and moods are associated with  different 
colours?
How does that change with different colour combinations?



Exploring photoshop/photopea and presenting ideas
Develop your digital outcomes using photoshop / photopea. Or other editing software.
Watch the below tutorial and practice drawing lines and linking them up and apply to your design work..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00wY-UkfPkQ



Assignment: Presenting the dream
Looking at Photography in advertising.

Developing ideas: By making changes to the background and lighting make your 
product appealing to a range of customers.

• Take screen shots of each stage of the development of each poster.
• Annotate the development of your ideas, explain what you are doing and why.
• Print your response posters large to show they are the final response, at least A4 

size.

Things to consider;
Composition, rule of thirds
Background, midground, foreground
Focus / Space
Focal point
Perspective
Texture
Symmetry
Odd and even
Colour and mood

Things you can do;
Paint/collage a background
Add props
Add filters
Post edit to create greater contrast

Pick a minimum of 3 clients (target 
audiences) from the list or create your own

● Health Conscious Man
● Pensioner
● Executive wife
● Toddler
● Festival Goer
● Organic/vegan shopper
● Alien
● Teenager
● Dating Couples

Start by taking photos 
on your phone of 
every day objects.

Explore a minimum of 2 Typography Graphic Designers
• David Carson, 
• Neville Brody, 
• Ivan Chermayeff 
• Chris Ashworth
• Tom Geismar
• Ed Fella
• Jasper Johns
• Kandinsky



Examples



Examples

Screen shots

Final poster print 
large A4 size 


